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Internet access plays a crucial role in the lives of everyone worldwide. 

So much so that there is debate as to whether it should be 

considered a basic human right. Regardless, the current lack of 

digital equity, particularly in the US where access to technology 

is surprisingly limited in many areas, makes accomplishing  

this difficult. 

In addition, cities across the globe are preparing to embrace 

technology and enter into the future. In fact, the smart 

city revolution is expected to generate $77.98 billion 

in revenue in the US by 2025, according to data from 

Statista. However, achieving the promise that smart cities 

offer, and improving digital equity for everyone, involves 

disrupting the current telecommunications and  

broadband systems. 

Open access fiber networks are altering the current broadband 

model in an attempt to modernize the telecommunications 

industry to facilitate these smart cities and the consumer needs 

today. Open access broadband builds on the private model of 

broadband ownership. It separates the network owner from the 

service providers that lease the network and provide retail services to the 

everyday consumer. 

In this ebook, we’ll explore exactly what open access broadband is and its 

benefits and showcase how it can revolutionize the telecommunications industry 

by providing the basic infrastructure for Internet Service Providers (ISPs),  

mobile carriers, and more. 

INTRODUCTION

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1231440/worldwide-smart-city-market-revenue-region/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1231440/worldwide-smart-city-market-revenue-region/
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF  
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
To better understand why open access matters, we must first 

analyze the history of the telecommunications industry in the 

United States. 

In 1877 there was an unregulated duopoly between American  

Bell Telephone company and Western Union Telegraph.  

By 1879 Bell had bought out Western Union Telegraph to  

create an unregulated monopoly protected by patent rights.  

Bell eventually became American Telephone and Telegraph 

(AT&T) in 1885 to provide long-distance phone service, but  

by 1893 the patents had expired, and widespread  

competition arose. 

By 1907 4% of telecoms were controlled by independent  

phone companies, and AT&T began to aggressively buy out  

these independents. 

The Mann Elkins Act was enacted in 1910, giving the Interstate 

Commerce Commission (ICC) jurisdiction over interstate rates 

charged by phone companies. The Willis-Graham Act of 1921 

gave the ICC control over telecom mergers. In 1922 AT&T 

agreed to no longer purchase or merge with independent 

telecom companies, and by 1934, under the new FCC—which 

was now responsible for interstate telephone, wired, and 

wireless services —AT&T became a regulated monopoly with 

80% market share. In 1977 the FCC ruled in favor of more 

competition, and by 1984 AT&T divested its 22 Regional Bell 

Operating Companies (RBOCs), bringing an end to its 100-year 

dominance of the telecoms market. The Telecommunications 

Act of 1996 was a move to increase competition, improve 

service and reduce costs for Americans. In 2002 the FCC ruled 

cable, DSL, and other wireline ISPs as information services, 

not telecommunications services, and by 2010, the FCC Open 

Internet Order was introduced, reinforcing net neutrality. 

Per this ruling, ISPs must be transparent, not block content 

or discriminate traffic. Yet, by 2018 the FCC repealed net 

neutrality, classifying it as an information service once again, 

making it not subject to common carrier regulations. 
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WHAT IS OPEN ACCESS?
Open access refers to a network where the owner and operator are separate from the content 

and services provided over the network. In this case, the owner and operator can choose to 

make the network available to multiple service providers. 

Nowadays, the average consumer spends much of their time online, whether streaming Netflix, 

video conferencing via Zoom, or simply being on their smartphones, tablets, and laptops 

browsing the internet. Large amounts of bandwidth are required to facilitate all of these 

activities, yet the current network infrastructure can be limiting. 

Two primary issues arise due to the upfront cost of building a large network, digging trenches, 

and organizing permits. 

   Only large ISPs can build citywide networks. 

   Underdeveloped and rural areas are unable to access the fastest broadband. 

In the US, most broadband customers rely on cable companies (67%), while the other  

33% get service from telecom companies. Additionally, of the 33%, over half are stuck 

with legacy DSL internet. As a result, there is no real choice for the American consumer, 

with many customers in rural areas unable to access high-quality internet. 

However, this is where open access broadband can have a say. Through open access, 

consumers can choose between dozens of providers and hundreds of services from 

broadband to phone, music, movies, and even bundled solutions that incorporate the 

internet of things (IoT) and automation. 

Telecom services are typically delivered to customers by the provider that owns the network, 

limiting consumer choice based on physical infrastructure and the business model of 

broadband providers. 

Open access improves competition and consumer choice as wholesale access is available 

to several providers, from ISPs to cell carriers and even city municipalities. These providers 

can deliver retail services to customers using a shared infrastructure without duplication, 

discrimination, and while providing transparent communication and choice.  
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So why hasn’t open access already exploded?

Broadband customers typically receive retail services on the last mile of the network.  

This portion connects individual homes and offices to the regional and national backbone 

networks that comprise the US telecoms network. However, the last mile is the most 

expensive and complex portion of the network to build. Dense networks are 

deployed through busy streets that are filled with traffic, homes, and people 

above ground and existing utilities below. The high costs associated with 

building fiber have meant that open access network construction is 

restricted, allowing existing broadband providers to maintain their 

current models at the expense of customer quality and choice.  

    

The Game-Changing Fiber

Full-fiber networks have presented new infrastructure that 

providers can deploy to gain a competitive advantage. 

When deployed with the proper network architecture, fiber 

technology is upgradeable and flexible enough to address 

the needs of consumers today and tomorrow. Existing cable 

and telecom providers may slowly upgrade their copper-

based networks, but open access fiber broadband is becoming 

a reality thanks to the hard work and investment of new open 

access operators. By combining fiber and open access, consumers 

have more choice and flexibility. 

How Does Open Access Work?

There are a few common features that make up an open access network:

1. Physical Fiber Cable: Either publicly owned or privately owned by a dedicated 

infrastructure owner. It also includes the passive ductwork that makes up the constructed 

network. 

2. Communications Operator: Otherwise known as the network operator, this entity manages 

active electronics and ensures all users have access at any given time. 

3. Internet Service Providers: ISPs provide retail service to customers by buying wholesale 

access and then delivering bundles to consumers at competitive prices. 

4. Consumers: The people who purchase services from the ISP and have the freedom to choose 

from different providers. 

Open access fiber broadband is achieved using the three-layer model. 

1. Core Layer: The core network delivers high-speed forwarding services to move large volumes 

of packets between the various regions of the network quickly. 

 Distribution Layer: In the middle, the network routing, filtering, firewalls, security, quality of 

service, and network policies are delivered.  

 Access Layer: The top layer where customers connect to the network and gain access to 

services provided by ISPs. 
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BENEFITS OF  
OPEN ACCESS
Open access broadband promises to be a revelation for 

the telecoms industry. Here are a few reasons why:

1.  Delivery Instead of Construction

The traditional broadband model requires ISPs to  

build their own networks before delivering services.  

To achieve this, experts in broadband, asset management, 

construction, and network operations are required.  

With open access, the focus can return to providing  

high-quality broadband service. 

2.  Shorter Construction Periods

Whereas other business models may require year-round construction,  

open access relies on shared infrastructure to reduce the necessary construction  

and maintenance. 

3.  Low Barrier to Entry for ISPs

Funding from private capital markets makes open access a viable option, opening up 

access to smaller ISPs with less access to municipal or public financing. Smaller ISPs no 

longer need to limit themselves to only the most affluent areas and can provide  

high-speed broadband to lower-income households.

4.  Increased Competition and Choice

With increased competition, customers have more options regarding broadband 

providers. They don’t need to be restricted to only cable companies and 

telecommunications organizations but can select the best service for them. 

5.  Future-proof Infrastructure for Smart Cities

Open access facilitates 5G networks, autonomous vehicles, smart grids and traffic 

management, IoT-infused buildings, and more features of smart cities.    
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WHY OPEN ACCESS MATTERS
Overcoming Regulatory Challenges to Deliver a Necessary Service

Despite the promise that open access can provide, there are many political and regulatory 

restrictions due to the monopolies and duopolies that have characterized the American 

telecommunications industry. 

Due to these challenges, many rural areas still find themselves without access to high-quality  

internet, a necessity in today’s consumer-focused and remote work environment that is  

dependent on connectivity. 

Advantages for Everyone

Adopting open access broadband doesn’t only benefit a few. By adjusting regulations,  

here are some of the advantages different groups can gain: 

Large ISPs

Open access provides access to a more significant number of consumers. ISPs 

can reach rural cities without having to build all of the infrastructure first. 

Plus, since they won’t need to be tied into a network with a long-term 

payback period, the network can more quickly be operational and 

thus deliver a return on investment. 

Small and Medium-sized ISPs

Open access enables small and medium-sized ISPs to do 

business without enormous capital costs. They also don’t 

need to concern themselves with the construction and 

planning required to start. These smaller ISPs can find ways 

to differentiate themselves through value-added deals and 

better customer service. 

  

Cities

Cities can avoid long road works and construction periods 

as cables only need to be laid once. With this approach, these 

cities can future-proof themselves and be prepared to become 

smart cities sooner rather than later. In addition, this raises the 

value of the real estate and makes residents happier as they have 

access to better services. 

 

Consumers

For the end consumer, open access broadband means more alternatives. They no longer 

need to subscribe to one service provider out of necessity but can switch to more competitive and 

comprehensive packages that suit their requirements.
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Overcoming Challenges for ISPs

If every vehicle manufacturer had to build its own roads, it would be an unmitigated disaster 

that was complex and expensive, filled with increased prices for the end consumer, chaotic 

street networks, and limited access in rural areas. However, that is the reality of the current 

broadband set up throughout the US. 

With large ISPs owning and operating their own infrastructure, they can revel in the knowledge 

that residents in a particular area will be reliant on them for connectivity. However, it also 

means major investments in network infrastructure and the possibility of being tied up in long-

term projects that prevent swift adaptability in a changing market. 

Many established ISPs can struggle to meet customer demands by committing to these long-

term and capital-intensive projects with long payback periods. As a result, many cities are still 

reliant on cable and national fiber coverage. Open access can successfully lower the barrier to 

entry for smaller ISPs that can’t make such a hefty capital commitment and allow larger ISPs to 

be more adaptable. 

BUILDING THE SMART CITIES OF THE FUTURE 
WITH OPEN ACCESS BROADBAND
Open access broadband has the potential to revolutionize telecommunications, providing 

high-speed internet access to underserved areas. The existing models for broadband access 

have served their purpose within the US. However, by embracing open access along with the 

increased competition and more choice for the average consumer it provides, we can enter 

into a new era. 

Through open access, the digital divide that  

separates the privileged from the  

underprivileged can be closed as  

residents in rural areas can access  

better education, healthcare,  

and services via the internet,  

improving the lives of everyone  

and paving the way for the  

smart and connected  

cities of tomorrow.   

Bonfire Open Access Infrastructure

For more information go to  
bonfire-ec.com

https://bonfire-ec.com

